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SECTION 6 

COLLECTION SYSTEM ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
This section of the Plan provides an evaluation of the Sedro-Woolley collection system facilities 
with regard to current sewage flows and anticipated ultimate flows.  This Section also provides 
recommendations for providing sewer service to currently un-sewered areas of the City and an 
analysis of the impacts of extending sewer service to un-sewered areas on the existing 
downstream sanitary sewer system.  A summary of the recommended collection system 
improvements is provided throughout this Section and a complete Capital Facilities Plan can be 
found in Section 9 of this document.   
 
The recommendations outlined in this Section are based on general assumptions regarding the 
timing and location of anticipated development.  The land use, population and flow projections 
dictate improvement recommendations and are based on specific development proposal 
information provided by the City.  In most cases, however, they are based on more general 
information regarding potential densities allowed by existing zoning designations. The 
recommendations of this Plan are therefore conceptual, and the precise location, size and 
configuration of the recommended facilities will be determined by engineering design at the time 
of development and in accordance with all applicable design criteria, construction standards and 
regulatory requirements.  
 
6.2 GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
A variety of goals and objectives were established prior to the development of the 
recommendations for collection system improvements and are summarized as follows: 
 
• Provide safe, efficient and reliable sanitary sewer service to the entire service area of the 

City, as identified and discussed in Section 2 of this Plan.  
• Evaluate the future needs of the City based on the information provided in the City’s 

comprehensive land use plan and by Skagit County’s comprehensive land use plan for 
areas outside the City’s urban growth area, as identified and discussed in Sections 2 
and 3. 

• Analyze the existing and future system needs using the most current computerized 
modeling techniques available, in conjunction with City staff knowledge, accepted 
engineering practices and the minimum design criteria outlined in Section 5. 

• Develop practical and cost effective collection system alternatives and improvement 
recommendations to provide an efficient and reliable sanitary sewer system operation to 
serve the existing and future needs of the City's customers.  

• Maximize gravity sewer service wherever possible based on the efficiency, cost-
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effectiveness and feasibility.  
• Develop system strategies and improvement recommendations which are consistent 

with the protection of health, safety, welfare and minimization of impacts to the 
environment. 

• Identify recommended improvements to meet the City's needs at ultimate development 
and consider project phasing where appropriate. 

• Identify "non-project” related recommendations which will improve the overall efficiency 
of the wastewater collection system.  

 

6.3 COLLECTION SYSTEM MODELING 
Analysis of the primary facilities in each of the City's collection system basins (Sub-Basin A, 
Sub-Basin B, etc…) was accomplished using the Hydragraphics Version 6.3 computer modeling 
software developed by Pizer Engineering Software, Inc. This is the latest development of the 
“Hydra” software which has been used extensively for many years and has proven to be a 
useful tool in the analysis of wastewater systems.  The model utilizes various interfaces with 
AutoCAD and utilizes the AutoCAD layering system to create relevant system database files 
used by the Hydragraphics model.  The layering system used in the Sedro-Woolley model 
includes separate layers for land use (population and employment data), conveyance system 
data (facilities and flow rates), defects (inflow and infiltration) layer, sewer basin boundaries, and 
the collection system manhole and invert informational database.  The model utilizes all three of 
these layers to determine flows in various portions of the system and to identify potential system 
deficiencies under the projected development conditions.  The following is a discussion of the 
parameters and assumptions used in developing the model. 
 

  6.3.1 Data Input 
The model is designed to analyze the larger pipelines or trunks for comprehensive 
planning purposes.  For the Sedro-Woolley system, it was determined that pipelines 
greater than 6-inches in diameter should be modeled; however, key 6-inch mains were 
included if they represented particular importance in the system.  Private side sewers 
and laterals are not modeled.  Specifically, force mains, critical gravity pipelines from 
specific drainage basins, and mains in areas of concern were included in the model.  
Appendix B provides details regarding the specific pipelines included in the model.  
 
The model used in this analysis was based upon GIS information provided by the City 
and completed during March of 2004.  A critical element in developing an accurate 
sanitary sewer system model was converting the 2004 Sedro-Woolley GIS mapping 
database information and importing it into the Hydra hydraulic model.  The GIS mapping 
was an important first step in the modeling process due to the lack of as-built drawings 
and available records on existing sewer pipes.  The original GIS mapping data was not 
complete.  Missing data was attributable to lost manhole data (due to tree cover limiting 
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satellite reception), rims covered with asphalt, or manhole covers that could not be either 
located or removed.  Compromised or missing data made it necessary to interpolate 
data with known upstream and downstream manhole and pipe data.  The following 
procedure was used to fill in the missing data:   
• From known GIS information, the pipe and manhole data display pipes at minimal 

slopes or less than minimal slopes for the majority of the sewer service area.   
• Any nodes with an upstream pipe segment connected to the unknown node and 

ending at the terminus of that pipe was assumed to have a pipe slope of 0.5% or 
less, depending on ground cover depths.   

 
The significance of the modeling interpolation effort is that it allows for a completely 
integrated mapping and modeling system based on the most current information 
available.  In order to create a correct and calibrated model, the facility location, pipe 
type, size, age, manhole inverts, ground elevations, etc. were entered into the modeling 
program.  The result is a dynamic and up to date system model which can be expanded 
at a later date to include additional detail, facilities or newly constructed improvements 
and may be used to evaluate future system expansions or design alternatives.   
 
Pump station data was also used to construct the conveyance system layer of the 
model.  This information was provided by the City and other consultants and is 
summarized in Section 4 (Table 4-1).  Please note that the actual volume of the various 
pump station wet wells was determined by calculating area and estimating the active 
storage volume of the wet well based on the current high level alarm set point elevation 
and the pump ‘off’ elevation.   
 
The final component of the conveyance system layer is the infiltration and inflow rates 
established for various areas of the City.  These rates were estimated and entered into 
the model as described in Section 6.3.2.2 below. 

 
 6.3.2 System Flows 

Municipal wastewater consists of basic sanitary flow, groundwater infiltration and surface 
water inflow, all of which are included in the Hydragraphics modeling process.  A more 
detailed discussion of each type of flow and how they enter into the modeling process is 
presented below. 

 
6.3.2.1 Wastewater Flows 
Hydragraphics allows for the use of population data to develop the amount of 
wastewater flow through the system.  The population data for specific areas (see 
Section 2 for detailed information) was entered into the land use layer of the 
computer model for each of the years to be analyzed.  Computer models were 
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built for existing (2004), 2010, and full development (build-out) conditions.  The 
amount of un-sewered area was estimated and used to reduce the proposed 
(2010 & build-out) population data.   

   
The model processes and distributes the population information to establish the 
population data for each sewer sub-basin.  Per capita flow rates, as presented in 
Table 3-1, were used to input residential and employment flows into the system.  
For “high use” facilities, or those that do not exhibit normal flow quantities and/or 
patterns, specific point flows based on actual water consumption records were 
entered into the model.  These high use connections generally include facilities 
such as public schools and commercial uses.   
 
The model was generated with existing flows to simulate actual flow from each 
respective basin subject to customer class information, as explained in further 
detail in Section 3.  The projected flow for the existing (2004) scenario was 
verified with actual account information from Skagit PUD as well as the City 
billing database.  This flow was entered into the model and run for the existing 
condition scenario.  Calibration with current flow-rate data for each respective 
basin would normally be part of the modeling task, but due to limited or no 
available flow data for each sub-basin, pump run times and optimal flows from 
each pump station were estimated and calibrated against within the model.  
Future modeling calibration should be set with flow tests established throughout 
the City.  Calibration of the model versus actual flows observed at the treatment 
plant was correlated for the worse case scenario during the winter of 1999.  In 
addition, summertime base flow calibration between actual observed flows and 
modeled flows were compared.   

 
6.3.2.2 Infiltration and Inflow 
Infiltration occurs as a result of groundwater unintentionally entering the 
wastewater system through joints and cracks in pipes and manholes.  The 
volume of infiltration is mainly influenced by age and condition of the system, 
antecedent soil conditions and the amount of rainfall.  Infiltration is also affected 
by system proximity to larger bodies of water, side sewer aging and amount of 
penetrations into the sewer system, high groundwater tables near ground surface 
elevations, and by tidal influences near low lying shores.  Inflow is the water that 
unintentionally enters the sanitary system directly.  Inflow might occur due to 
overflowing storm drain systems, cross connections, or result from illegal 
connections to the sanitary sewer system (typically from area, roof or footing 
drains).  
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Infiltration and inflow (I & I) are significant elements of any sanitary sewer system 
analysis and are particularly critical in wet weather climates, such as the Pacific 
Northwest, where they can cause overloading, or surcharging of the sanitary 
sewer system, compromise system capacity, result in unnecessary treatment 
costs, and, in extreme cases, pose a risk of environmental damage.  

 
Unfortunately, historical I & I data is seldom available and difficult to calibrate 
without very detailed storm and flow data.  Flow data is usually obtained at pump 
stations to determine if the pump stations are operating at maximum efficiency.  
The flow data at each pump station, as generated by pump run times, should be 
verified with a flow meter and compared to it's operating flow point.  Current flow 
data at the City's existing pump station is estimated based upon pump run times 
without having the flow verified through flow tests.  For the purposes of this 
modeling effort, the maximum operating efficiency of each pump station is 
assumed with one pump operating at any given time only.  In addition to the 
pump station location, flow at the treatment plant is assumed to be the total 
sewage flow being treated.   

 
Treatment plant influent data provides a good source for general determination of 
I & I rates.  Based on historical information, minimum monthly average flows into 
the treatment plant flows over the three year period from 2001 through 2003 are 
estimated at 0.756 million gallons per day (MGD).  Average daily flows based on 
maximum monthly data averages for the same period were 0.76 (MGD) and the 
maximum daily flow was 2.10 MGD (occurring in February 2002).  This indicates 
significant infiltration and inflow and indicates an increase in flow of 
approximately 276 % when considering annual average minimum flows over the 
maximum flows experienced.  Based on this information a City wide I & I average 
of 1,200 gallons per acre per day (gpad) was calculated for the service area.  I & 
I contributing areas were calculated with an assumption that 50% of that area 
influencing I & I flows in the City’s sewage collection system for large open areas.  
This assumption is conservatively applied through the City’s system and specific 
consideration was made for extremely high I & I rates from areas such as the 
private system serving the Northern State Multi-Service Center.  Flows from this 
are in the winter months can be more than four times the driest summertime 
flows.  
 
Additional information would be desirable to develop and provide an accurate 
analysis of specific areas that have shown significant peak I & I conditions.  A 
suggested method for determining I & I issues and prioritizing further analysis 
and rehabilitation is presented in Appendix B for consideration and use by the 
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City.  Factors such as pipeline age and materials, land use, concentrations of on-
site disposal systems, open space, lakes and surface water, significant portions 
of sub-basins situated adjacent to wetlands, streams and the Skagit River can 
influence the I & I in a particular area and flow monitoring in areas with suspected 
higher rates should be accomplished to verify existing conditions and need for 
improvements.   
 

6.4 COLLECTION SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
Analysis of the system was accomplished using the existing system model described above and 
additional models were constructed for future populations (2010 and build-out (estimated year 
2025 conditions).   
 
Each of the models were analyzed with a peaking factor of 3.0 applied to the flow to predict the 
ability of the wastewater system to accommodate and transport existing and anticipated flows.  
In addition to the system modeling, the City's sewer service area was generally evaluated to 
determine the best possible means of serving customers while minimizing operation and 
maintenance requirements and costs.  Modeling and analysis results, along with alternatives 
and improvement recommendations, are discussed in paragraphs 6.5 and 6.6 of this Section. 
There are some specific areas of the system that are not of sufficient capacity due to substantial 
growth in population density and high rates of infiltration and inflow.  A summary of the results of 
these analyses is provided below for existing conditions, the six year planning horizon, and 
build-out conditions.  
 

6.4.1 Existing (2004) Conditions 
The existing system model was constructed to represent existing conditions within the 
primary basins and sub-basins of the City.  The existing system model, as discussed 
previously, is based primarily on recently obtained GIS information with additional input 
from limited system as-built information, historical and current flow data and/or other 
appropriate City records.  Due to the relatively flat topography of Sedro-Woolley, gravity 
collectors and interceptors in the past have been constructed at minimal slopes to 
prevent excessive depths of pipe.  Therefore many slopes fall below what is 
recommended to maintain a cleansing velocity of 2.0 feet per second when flowing full.  
It is recommended that any new sewer be designed and constructed to meet minimum 
slope criteria to prevent sediment build-up and blockage, which reduces maintenance 
costs.   
 
Generally, flows were calculated using the average flow rates established in Section 3.  
However, specific adjustments were made for known anomalies in the customer base, 
such as large industrial plants, schools, and other previously discussed facilities which 
generate large amounts of flow.  An I & I rate of 1,200 gpad was assigned to all sub-
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basins and estimated contributing land area was adjusted as discussed previously 
according to development within the basins.   
 
From City staff input, existing system deficiencies and areas of high maintenance were 
evaluated to determine the magnitude of existing and potential issues.  These problem 
areas represent potential bottlenecks, high grease inflow, and past system back-ups 
resulting from issues with pipes and/or high flows. Projected new development inflows 
from upstream of these problem areas will likely cause additional surcharges or 
backwater conditions in the identified problem areas.    

 
6.4.2 2010 Conditions 
The modeling and analysis for the six year planning horizon is generally based on the 
existing system model with certain modifications to the existing system to include new 
pump stations planned for the next 6 years (i.e. West Jones Pump Station).  In addition 
to an increase in population and employment according to the projections provided in 
Section 2 to adjust flows, it was assumed that specific system improvements would be 
accomplished in those areas.  The system improvements include significant I & I 
reduction in Northern State Multi-Service Center areas with this reduction possible 
through the completion of recommended rehabilitation improvements, most significantly 
through side sewer rehabilitations.   
   
6.4.3 Build-out Conditions 
Anticipated maximum build-out conditions were modeled with an average I & I rate of 
1200 gpad on 50% of the parcel area representing impervious area, and a safety factor 
of 3.0 applied to the future full build-out scenario based upon UGA and zoning.  Any 
sewer mains exhibiting full pipe flow or manhole surcharging would be targeted as a 
future capital improvement project.   

 
6.5 Analysis Results and Improvement Recommendations 
A summary of known deficiencies or areas of concern, along with modeled system issues under 
existing and future conditions is provided below.  Please note that many of the identified 
deficiencies are attributable to sags in sewer lines or other specific deficiencies in pipe 
segments, which are not detected by the modeling process.  On the other hand, modeled 
deficiencies are issues, which might occur over such a short duration that they could go 
undetected by field staff.  This illustrates the importance of combining actual field experience 
with analytical modeling techniques. 
 
The projects identified, suggested construction date and planning level cost estimates have 
been developed using known information at the time of plan development and prioritized 
accordingly.  The City is proceeding with video inspection and testing of specific sanitary sewer 
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lines in the collection system to identify additional system issues, especially related to infiltration 
and inflow.  As more information becomes available, identification of additional projects and 
reprioritization of projects is likely to occur.  It is recommended that the City continue to maintain 
detailed records of system repairs, back-ups and facility inspections.  Additional suggestions for 
prioritizing renewal and replacement of the system are contained in Appendix B.  This 
information should be used to prioritize projects during the annual budgeting process.  
Dedication of field staff time is an important component of the overall I & I reduction and 
renewal/replacement programs.  It appears that current staffing levels are not adequate to 
facilitate effective implementation of these programs.  
 
The planning level cost estimates included in Table 6-1 were developed with the following 
assumptions: 

• The average pipe depth is 8 feet. 
• All pipes to be constructed per City of Sedro-Woolley approved piping material. 
• Asphalt overlay to cover only trenched areas with 1:1 side slopes greater than 3½ feet 

deep. 
• 8-inch to 10-inch diameter pipe cost estimated at $120 per linear foot. 
• 12-inch to 15-inch diameter pipe cost estimated at $150 per linear foot. 
• 24-inch to 30-inch diameter pipe cost estimated at $180 per linear foot. 
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Table 6-1 
City of Sedro-Woolley 

Collection System Projects

Project No./ 
Year 

Project Name  
(with City CIP #) 

Project 
Function 

Estimated 
Cost (1) 

1 
 2004 

Metcalf Street Sewer 
Replacement Phase 1 
(P1) 

Replacement of existing 8” Sanitary Sewer collection system along portions of SR-20 
(a.k.a. Moore Street) to the trestle with approximately 1600 LF of 18” diameter sewer 
main.  This project is required to accommodate flows from the proposed West Jones 
Pump Station and force main described in Projects 3 &  4.   

$ 500,000 

2 
2005 

Metcalf Street Sewer 
Replacement  
Phase 2A and 2B –  
Northern to State  
(P2) 

Phase 2 of the Metcalf Street Replacement project is projected for replacement of 8, 
10 and 12-inch pipe along Metcalf Street from Northern to State to accommodate 
flows from West Jones Pump Station and forcemain described in Projects 3 & 4.    
Phase 2A, which has been completed, included the replacement of main along 
Metcalf from the trestle to the intersection with Northern.  Phase 2B is for the 
replacement of the remaining main along Metcalf, from the termination of project 2A 
(at Northern) to State Street.  Phase 2B includes the replacement of 2,800 LF of 
existing main with 18-inch and 24-inch diameter pipe.   

Phase 2A: 
Complete 
 
Phase 2B: 
$ 600,000 

3 
2005 

West Jones Pump Station 
(PS1) 

The West Jones Pump Station is currently under design and is proposed to serve the 
area to the northwest of Metcalf Street.  Design, specification, engineering, and 
construction of the 890 gpm pump station at the F&S Grade Road and West Jones 
Road is needed.  The new facility is proposed to be on line in 2005. 

$ 400,000 

4  
  2004-2005  

Garden of Eden Gravity 
Sewer and Forcemain  
(P3) 

This project provides sewer service to areas along West Jones Road and F&S Grade 
Road to East Jones Road and then southward along Garden of Eden Road with an 
12-inch gravity line for 1680 LF and 8-inch gravity line for 1600 LF collecting side 
sewer flows.  This sewer flows north along Garden of Eden and west along West 
Jones Street to the West Jones Pump Station.  A forcemain then pumps sewer flows 
from the pump station through approximately 3440 LF of forcemain to the intersection 
of F&S Grade Road and connects to a forcemain in an easterly direction for 280 LF to 
the existing manhole on West Moore Street.  If full build-out is realized sooner, the 
2010 construction startup time could begin sooner.   

$1,320,000 

5 
2005 

State Route 20 – Phase 1 
(P4) 

Phase 1 of the SR - 20 upgrade starts at Trail Road with a connection at the Trail 
Road sewer manhole with a new 12-inch diameter sewer gravity line and terminates 
at the Hodgin Pump Station forcemain end.  This upgrade also provides 1000LF of 
new 6-inch forcemain from the Hodgin Pump Station to the new 12-inch gravity line.  
The approximate length of the new 12-inch sewer is 1400 LF.   

Complete 

 
6 

2006 

State Route 20 – Phase 
2A & 2B (P5) 

Phase 2 of the State Route 20 upgrade starts at Hodgin Pump Station (down-stream) 
and terminates at the start of Holtcamp Pump Station.  Includes approximately 1750 
LF of 8-inch, 1100 LF of 10-inch, and 1900 LF of 6-inch force main.  

Phase 2A:  Complete 
Phase 2B $1,000,000 
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Project 
Number 

Project Name  
(with City CIP #) 

Project 
Function 

Estimated 
Cost (1) 

7 
2007 

State Route 20 – Phase 3 
(P6) 

Phase 3 of the SR - 20 upgrade begins at Holtcamp Pump Station location and 
terminates at the intersection of Collins Road.  This phase of the project will provide 
6100 LF of 8-inch diameter gravity sewer line and 1000 LF of 4-inch forcemain to be 
installed from Sterling Road Pump Station near the hospital to west of the Holtcamp 
Road intersection.   

$1,925,000 

8 
2005 

 

West Nelson Street Sewer 
Extension (P7) 

This project is an extension of sanitary sewer service to a residential and industrial 
areas, some of which are currently served by on-site disposal systems.  Completion 
of the project will allow for abandonment of existing septic systems and allow for 
additional development in the area. Approximately 3020 LF of 8” main is proposed 
along West Nelson Road from Curtis Street eastward to Rita Street and north along 
Rita Street.  Laterals along Robinson, Borseth and Batey Roads are also included.   

$ 729,000 
(Total Cost Does not 
Consider Grant 
Funding) 

9 
2005 

Northern State Multi-
Service Center I & I Study 
(M1) 

This project is for an infiltration and inflow study of the private sewer system at the 
State owned Multi-Service Center in the northeastern portion of the UGA.  The City is 
working with the State to monitor flows and develop a program for reducing I & I from 
the area. This project is for continuing the study with further monitoring, building 
survey, smoke testing, video monitoring, modeling and calibration.  It is recommended 
that the scope of the existing study be extended to include the downstream area and 
sewer line owned by Skagit County.  

$ 25,000 

10 
2008 

Northern State Multi 
Service Center I & I 
Reduction, Replacement, 
and/or Rehabilitation (M2) 

Based on the findings of Project 9, rehabilitation of the State lines at the Multi-Service 
Center and the Skagit County line should be started soon to reduce excessive I & I.  It 
is anticipated that the project would be funded through State and County contributions 
with the City providing expertise and coordination. The project is part of a long term I 
& I reduction program to free up capacity in existing collectors, interceptors and at the 
treatment plant.  Please note that alternative solutions such as slip-lining or other 
trench-less construction are prudent for consideration in areas such as the Multi-
Service Center but typically, replacement of side sewers is a critical element of overall 
success in I & I projects.  Rehabilitation of up to 8000 LF of differing diameter (4- to 
15-inches) Concrete, PVC, PE, and HDPE pipe is expected.   

$2,000,000 
(Total Cost Including 
Contribution from 
Property Owner) 

11 
2005-2006 

Sterling Road Pump 
Station and Forcemain 
(PS2)  

Construction of a new pump station near the intersection of Sterling Road and 
Highway 20 to facilitate 170gpm flows from westerly areas along Highway 20 in the 
southwestern portion of the City.  Approximately 1000 LF of 4-inch forcemain will be 
installed from the Sterling Road Pump Station to just west of the intersection with 
Holtcamp Road.  (see Project 7) 

$ 350,000 

12 
2005 

Holtcamp Road Pump 
Station and Forcemain 
(PS3) 

Holtcamp Pump Station is anticipated for construction in 2004 with 1900 LF of 6-inch 
forcemain to be included within the SR-20 Phased Project.  The pump station is 
located immediately east of the intersection with Holtcamp Road along SR-20.  This 
pump station acts as a booster station.  (See also Project 6)     

$350,000 
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Project 
Number 

Project Name  
(with City CIP #) 

Project 
Function 

Estimated 
Cost (1) 

13 
2005 

Township Street to 
Treatment Plant Sewer 
Main Replacement – 
Parallel to Sterling (P10) 

Replacement or rehabilitation of undersized 15 and 18-inch sewer main along 
portions of Township Street south of Bennett Street to Sterling and west to the 
Treatment Plant.  An estimated 3700 LF of 30-inch and 250 LF of 36-inch sewer main 
is anticipated.   

$1,380,000 

14 
2006 

Township Street Sewer 
Main Replacement – 
Phase 1 (P11) 

From Bennett Street to State Route 20 the upsizing of an existing sewer line from an 
undersized 15-inch to 18-inch diameter to 30-inch is required for 3300 LF.  The 
results of I & I reduction as discussed in Projects 9 and 10 may allow for reduced pipe 
sizes for this Phase of the replacement project.  

$950,000 

15 
2007 

Township Street Sewer 
Main Replacement – 
Phase 2 (P12) 

Upsizing of the 15-inch line along Township Street south of McGarigle Road and 
north of State Route 20 for 2200 LF of up to 30-inch sewer main is included in this 
Project.  The results of I & I reduction as discussed in Projects 9 and 10 may allow for 
reduced pipe sizes for Phase 2 of the Township Street Sewer Main Replacement.  

$700,000 

16  
2007 

Township Street Sewer 
Main Replacement - 
Phase 3 (P13) 

Provide sewer main replacement along State Route 9 south of Alderwood Lane and 
north of McGarigle Road for approximately 3700 LF of 18-inch diameter sewer main.  
Also included is extension of the sewer line to the City limits, adding another 1,300 LF 
of pipe. 

$ 1,113,000 

17 
2008 

Sapp Road Extension 
(P14) 

Approximately 2100 LF of 8-inch sewer is anticipated to extend sewer service to 
future development within Sub-basin F.  Preliminary layout provides service to the 
west side of each of the lots with the use of gravity.  One stream crossing is 
anticipated for this layout scenario.   

$775,000 

18 
2007 

McGarigle Road Sewer 
Main 
Rehabilitation/Replaceme
nt (P15) 

Replace or rehabilitate of undersized sewer main along McGarigle Road from 
Northern State Property to Township Street to accommodate additional develop-ment 
in sub-basin G.  Flows in the existing main are extremely high, primarily due to the 
excessive I & I as discussed in Projects 9 and 10.  6100 LF of existing 12-inch main 
require upsizing with ultimate size determined by the success of I & I reduction 
identified in Projects 9 & 10. In addition, some proposed development in the area may 
be directed toward Basin F and the Township Street line.  The approximate size 
(without I & I improvements) would be 18-inch to 24-inch and with I & I improvements 
the size could possibly be reduced to 12-inch.   

$ 1,296,000 

19 
2008 

North of Fidalgo Alley 
Rehab-
ilitation/Replacement (S1) 

Rehabilitation of sewer main in parallel alley north of Fidalgo Street .  Approximately 
900 LF of 8-inch sewer main is required. $ 145,800 

20 
2010 

South of Talcott Street 
Alley  
Rehabilitation/Replaceme
nt (S2) 

Rehabilitation of sewer main in parallel alley south of Talcott Street for two easterly 
pipe segments. Inspect and repair 1450 LF of 8-inch sewer main. $ 235,500 
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Project No./ 

Year 
Project Name  
(with City CIP #) 

Project 
Function 

Estimated 
Cost (1) 

21 

North of Warner Street 
Alley 
Rehabilitation/Replace-
ment (S3) 

Rehabilitation of sewer main in parallel alley north of Warner Street, to Third Street, and 
westward in parallel alley north of Talcott Street Inspect and repair 1200 LF of 8-inch and 
500 LF of 24-inch sewer main. 

$ 315,900 

22 
Ball Street 
Rehabilitation/ 
Replacement(S4) 

Replace or rehabilitate sewer mains along Ball Street and laterals north of Pacific Street 
and Ferry Street. Approximately 3000 LF of 8-inch diameter sewer mains. $486,000 

23 

North of Warner Street 
and East of Township 
Street Re-
habilitation/Replacement 
(S5) 

Replace or rehabilitate sewer main north of Warner in alley and west of Township Street. 
Approximately 1300 LF of 8-inch diameter sewer mains. $ 210,600 

24 

Waldron Street West of 
Township Rehab-
ilitation/Replacement 
(S6) 

Replace or rehabilitate Sewer main on Waldron Street west of Township Street.  
Approximately 950 LF of 8-inch diameter sewer main. $ 153,900 

25 

Borseth Street north of 
Washington Street  
Rehab-
ilitation/Replacement 
(S7) 

Replace or rehabilitate approximately 900 LF of 8-inch diameter sewer main. $ 129,600 

26 

North of Pacific Street 
and West of Eastern 
Street Alley 
Rehabilitation/Replace-
ment (S8) 

Replace or rehabilitate Approximately 500 LF of 8-inch diameter sewer main. $ 81,000 

27 

Ball Street, south of 
Chester Avenue 
Rehabilitation/ 
Replacement (S9) 

Replace or rehabilitation, inspection, design, bid, construction of approximately 300 LF of 8-
inch diameter sewer main. $ 48,600 

28 

North Skagit Tribe 
Extension from the 
northeastern area of 
UGA (S10) 

Plan, design, and construct a new 12-inch gravity sewer extension, forcemain, and pump 
station from Upper Skagit Tribe location south along Helmick Road and connecting to the 
sewer main along SR-20.  Approximately 25,000 LF of sewer would be required for this 
project.  An alternative option would be to cross Northern State Multi-Service Center with an 
easement, obtain creek crossing permit, construct pump station, forcemain, and gravity flow 
to McGarigle Road.   

$ 4,750,000 
(Total Project Cost – 
Includes Contributions 
by Others)  
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Project No./ 

Year 
Project Name  
(with City CIP #) 

Project 
Function 

Estimated 
Cost (1) 

29 
 

Minkler-Fruitdale to 
Hoehn Road Forcemain 
and Minkler Pump 
Station (P9)  

Construction of a pump station on Minkler Road near the intersection of Fruitdale Road to 
serve the eastern portion of the UGA within sub-basin C.  Developers have expressed 
interests in developing near this intersection and available City land should be planned and 
acquired to maximize sewage service for this area in the future.  Plan, design, and 
construct a new forcemain as described for the pump station description above.  
Approximately 1,000 LF of 4 or 6-inch high pressure forcemain to be installed at the 
intersection of Minkler and Fruitdale westward Minkler to Hoehn Road and westward to the 
existing manhole.   

$ 700,000 

30 
2010 

Comprehensive Sewer 
Plan Update  

Update of the Comprehensive Sewer System Plan in accordance with City and State 
Department of Ecology requirements.  $150,000 

A 
2007 

SR-20 sewer main 
analysis study to reduce 
high maintenance issues 

Reduce illegal roof connections along 8-inch sewer main and decrease direct grease 
discharge entering into the sewer system.  TV, smoke test, and dye trace program along 
SR-20 with emphasis placed on side sewers.   

$ 45,000 

B Annual Pump Station 
Rehabilitation Yearly sewage pump station rehabilitations and maintenance tasks. $ 5,000 / yr 

C Annual Renewal and 
Replacement 

Yearly sewer main replacement for undersized and flat sewer mains throughout the City.   
Approximately 10,000 LF of 8-inch sewer mains is estimated. 

Included in CIP for 
years 2005-2012 

D Repair Existing Sewer 
System 

Provide emergency repair services for old mains and problem connections. $ 100,000 / yr 

E 

Annual I & I Reduction 
Program (Video 
Inspection, Smoke 
Testing, Ongoing 
Inspections etc.) (M1) 

Study and provide basin consolidation report to test for I & I in each sub-basin with problem 
sub-basins as priority.  Conduct TV inspection and smoke testing as needed to determine 
cause of leakage within problem sub-basins.   

$ 10,000 / yr 

F Grease Program Develop and implement a grease interceptor and public education program to reduce 
grease entering sewers and associated maintenance.   $ 10,000 

G 
Telemetry Installation for 
Pump Station Sites 
(Fiber Optic) 

Install fiber optic telemetry to each pump station to gauge flow, pump run times, and pump 
“on or off” status for each of the six existing pump stations. $ 20,000 / each 
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Descriptions of existing conditions and required improvements summarized in Table 6-1 are 
provided below.  Please refer to Section 9 for additional information regarding financing 
alternatives for each project  
 

Project 1 - Metcalf Street Sewer Replacement – Phase 1  
Phase 1 of the Metcalf Street Sewer Replacement project is the first of a two phase 
project required to accommodate additional flows from that portion of the UGA which lies 
north and west of drainage Sub-basin P and extend service to Sub-basin R.  Flows from 
the proposed West Jones Road Pump Station and force main as described in Projects 3 
and 4, and the additional flows resulting from providing service to the un-sewered area in 
this portion of the City create the need for approximately 1600 LF of 18-inch sewer main. 
The current 8-inch and 10-inch diameter is undersized to service the full 890 gpm future 
flow rate as well as additional developments gravity flowing to this sewer main from the 
northeast.  From the existing model result runs, future flows into the downstream Metcalf 
Street sewer main will backwater the system and exhibit full pipe capacity flow.  
Replacement of this Metcalf Street sewer main totals approximately 1,600 LF under 
Phase 1 of this project.  The project is expected to be constructed in 2005.  
 
Project 2 – Metcalf Street Sewer Replacement – Phase 2A and 2B  
Phase 2 of the Metcalf Street Sewer Replacement project is for replacement of the north-
south 8, 10, and 12-inch diameter main along Metcalf Street.  This project is directly 
related to Project 1 and will accommodate increased flows anticipated from the proposed 
West Jones Road Pump Station and force main identified in Projects 3 and 4.  
Replacement of the existing mains with an 18 to 24-inch diameter main is required to 
provide necessary increased capacity and accommodate future flows from the existing 
un-sewered northwestern portion of the City.  From the existing model results, full 
capacity flow is anticipated but no threat of SSO from the manholes is anticipated.  
Approximately 2,800 LF of sewer main is identified for replacement under the Metcalf 
Street Sewer Replacement – Phase 2B.  Phase 2A, the portion of the project which is 
north of Northern, is complete.  
 
Project 3 – West Jones Road Pump Station 
Developers have expressed an interest in platting residential areas surrounding the 
intersection of F&S Grade Road and West Jones Road.  The new pump station will be 
located near the intersection of F & S Grade Road and West Jones Street and is 
expected to be a two pump skid mounted pump station with full build-out peak flow of 
approximately 900 gpm.  The new facility will serve the western portion of the UGA. The 
area serviced will depend on the depth of wetwell storage available.  Due to the flat 
topography surrounding this area, the pump station is proposed to connect new gravity 
sewage flow from West Jones Road, Garden of Eden Road, and a small portion of W. 
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Moore Street via a dual forcemain trenched from this pump station to West Moore Street.  
In the interim, before the final 900 gpm full discharge buildout from a full development, a 
250 gpm pumped discharge is allowable downstream to Metcalf Street.  After the Metcalf 
Street improvements have been completed, the full 900 gpm flow can be discharged.  
This pump station is under design and proposed for construction in 2005.  The force main 
from the new Pump Station is included under Project 4.   
 
Computer modeling of the downstream system indicated that with 900 gpm pumped from 
that area to the sewer main downstream through W Jones Road, the downstream sewer 
main system will need to be upsized to provide additional sewage capacity.  When the 
design phase begins, the sizing along Jones and Metcalf will need to be re-evaluated 
more closely to determine the minimum size required for ultimate build-out.  From 
preliminary calculations, the minimum size required is approximately 15-inch diameter 
with pipe material affecting the discharge rate due to a lower Manning’s n value than the 
existing concrete pipe.  Several manholes are close to overflow conditions when this 
additional flow is added to the existing model under worse case scenarios.  Additional 
discussion of required upgrades is provided under Project 1, 2, & 4.    
 
Project 4 – Garden of Eden Gravity Sewer and Forcemain  
This project provides sewer service to areas along West Jones Road and F&S Grade 
Road to East Jones Road and then southward along Garden of Eden Road with an 12-
inch gravity line for 1680 LF and 8-inch gravity line for 1600 LF collecting side sewer 
flows.  This sewer flows north along Garden of Eden and west along West Jones Street 
to the West Jones Pump Station.  A forcemain then pumps sewer flows from the pump 
station through approximately 3440 LF of forcemain to the intersection of F&S Grade 
Road and connects to a forcemain in an easterly direction for 280 LF to the existing 
manhole on West Moore Street.  If full build-out is realized sooner, the 2010 construction 
startup time could begin sooner.   
 
Project 5 – State Route 20- Phase 1  
This State Route 20 project is located in the southeastern portion of the City and consists 
of several phases described in projects 5, 6, 7, 11, and 12.  The overall project is for 
provision of sanitary sewer service to the auto-commercial and industrial zones along SR-
20.  Project 5 is for Phase 1 of the SR - 20 upgrade project and starts at Trail Road with a 
connection at the Trail Road sewer manhole.  Approximately 1400LF of new gravity 
sewer line has been installed from that location to the Hodgin Pump Station,.  This 
upgrade also provides 1000 LF of new 6-inch forcemain from the Hodgin Pump Station to 
the new 12-inch gravity line.   
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Project 6 – State Route 20 – Phase 2 
Project 6 is Phase 2 of the overall SR-20 improvements project and is for installation of 
forcemain between the Hodgin and Holtcamp pump stations.  Approximately 1750 LF of 
8-inch, 1100 LF of 10-inch and 1900 LF of 6-inch is included.   The project is divided into 
to separate phases, Phase 2A and 2B and Phase 2A is complete.  
 
Project 7 – State Route 20 – Phase 3  
Phase 3 of the SR-20 upgrade begins at Holtcamp Pump Station location and terminates 
at the intersection of Collins Road.  This phase of the project will provide 6100 LF of 8-
inch diameter gravity sewer line and 1000 LF of 4-inch forcemain to be installed from 
Sterling Road Pump Station near the hospital to west of the Holtcamp Road intersection.   
 
Project 8 - West Nelson Street Sewer Extension 
An 8-inch diameter sewer extension is currently under design to extend service to un-
sewered area in the southwestern portion of the City.  This is a mixed use area with both 
residential, industrial and commercial parcels, many of which are served by on-site septic 
systems.  Completion of the project will allow for new development in the area and allow 
for abandonment of existing septic systems.  8-inch sewer lines are along West Nelson 
street form Curtis Street to Rita Street and extend north along Rita Street for 
approximately 1200 LF.  Additional sewer line extensions north from West Nelson Road 
along Robinson, Borseth and Batey Roads are included in the cost estimate.  The total 
lineal feet of sewer extension is expected to be approximately 2000 LF of 8-inch sewer 
main and the project is scheduled for 2005.   
 
Project 9 - Northern State Multi Service Center I & I Study  
The privately owned sewer system serving the State of Washington Northern State Multi-
Service Center in the northeastern portion of the City is the biggest single contributor of 
flow to the City system and accounts for nearly all of the flow from sub-basin G.  
Originally built in 1912 as a psychiatric hospital, the complex has a critical I & I problem 
that consumes valuable capacity in the McGarigle Road collector, the Township Street 
Interceptor, and at the wastewater treatment plant.  Over the past several years the State 
has been renovating the existing private system but recent flow monitoring confirms and 
should target the magnitude of the I & I problem. Historical flow data indicates that flows 
from the Multi-Service Center are more than four times the summer flows during the wet 
weather months. This high rate of I & I is partially attributable to deficient clay pipes laid 
out prior to 1960 but the City is currently working with the State to continue flow 
monitoring/analyses and identify additional sources of inflow.  I & I is suspected to be a 
contributing factor within this sub-basin due to high rates of flows measured at the City 
sewer transmission mains on McGarigle during wet weather periods and low rates during 
the dryer summer period.  Project 4 is for continued I & I monitoring and additional 
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measures to identify problems and potential solutions for both the Multi-Service Center 
and the downstream collector line that is owned by Skagit County and extends from the 
Multi-Service Center to the City’s existing collector on McGarigle Road.  Additional 
monitoring of flows and video inspection of lines within the public-use compound is 
recommended to develop a more comprehensive understanding of contributing factors to 
the high levels of I & I within the 250 acre complex. In addition to flow monitoring, smoke 
testing and/or video inspection of the downstream Skagit County line is recommended.  
 
This project should result in a specific recommendation for remediation of the problems 
as discussed in Project 10. Project funding from the State and County is recommended 
with the City contributing available expertise and manpower. 
 
Project 10 – Northern State Multi-Service Center I & I Rehabilitation Project 
Based on the findings of the Study outline in Project 9, a complete rehabilitation project is 
anticipated for the Northern State facility.  Because the system in question is owned and 
operated by the State of Washington (and to a lesser extent Skagit County), these 
agencies are expected to contribute to the project cost.  It has been included in the City’s 
CIP because City expertise and coordination will be an important element in the overall 
success of the project and the project is key to the City’s strategy for reducing extraneous 
flows in to the system, freeing up capacity in the collection system and treatment plant.  
Various alternatives for accomplishing this project are available, including slip-lining 
existing pipes, pipe bursting and/or pipe lining and grouting. Consideration of alternative 
methods is likely to reduce rehabilitation costs, extend the life of existing facilities and 
may assist in location of funding for the project.  Additional work to accommodate existing 
and projected flows from this area and other areas of Sub-basin G is identified in Project 
13 – McGarigle Road Sewer Line Replacement.   
 
Project 11 – Sterling Road Pump Station 
The Sterling Road Pump Station is located off of SR-20 near the Skagit Hospital and will 
provide additional capacity downstream from this area as well as provide cleanout 
velocities in the 8-inch SR-20 sewer main.  Presently, the sewer main along SR-20 
exhibits excessive grease and connection issues that should be improved with the 
construction of this pump station.  This pump station is anticipated to be a skid mounted 
two pump system with maximum system capacity of approximately 170 gpm with the 
majority of this pump station service being extended to the hospital.   
 
Project 12 – Holtcamp Pump Station  
The Holtcamp Pump Station is anticipated for construction in 2004 with 1900 LF of 6-inch 
forcemain to be included within the SR-20 Phased Project.  The pump station is located 
immediately east of the intersection with Holtcamp Road along SR-20.  This pump station 
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acts as a booster station.  (See also Project 6)   
 
Project 13  – Township Street to Treatment Plant Interceptor Replacement  
This sewer main replacement and/or rehabilitation project for the Township Street sewer 
main is recommended for the existing 15-inch to 18-inch sewer main located along 
portions of Township Street south of Bennett Street to Sterling and west to the treatment 
plant.  Approximately 3700 lineal feet of 30-inch and 250 LF of 36-inch sewer main is 
anticipated.   The results of the Northern State I & I reduction as discussed in Projects 9 
and 10 may reduce pipe sizes for this phase of the Township Street Sewer Main 
Replacement.  With new developments occurring near the golf course and servicing the 
existing developments draining into the Township interceptor line, the current capacity is 
at maximum within this sewer main.   No SSO is presently occurring according to the 
model, but full residential build-out, I & I influence, and future age of the upstream system 
will continue to tax this system for additional capacities that may cause SSOs in the 
future.   This project would be started for design and construction after the alley upgrade 
sewer pipe that is parallel to Sterling Street prior to entering the Treatment Plant.  The 
size of this upgrade is recommended at 30-inches unless the I & I improvements 
upstream prove to be an effective solution to decreasing sewage flows after post 
construction monitoring has been completed in the Northern State Multi-Service Center. 
 
Project 14 – Township Street Interceptor Replacement – Phase 1    
Phase 1 of the Township Street Interceptor includes upsizing of existing undersized pipe 
from Bennett Street to State Route 20 is included and is expected that approximately 
3300 LF of 30-inch is required.  The results of I & I reduction as discussed in Projects 9 
and 10 may allow for reduced pipe sizes for this phase of the replacement project.  
Additional discussion of the overall Township Street Sewer Replacement project is 
provided below under Projects 15 and 16.  
 
Project 15 Township Street Interceptor Replacement – Phase 2  
This sewer main replacement and rehabilitation project for the Township Street sewer 
main is recommended for the existing 12-inch to 15-inch sewer main located along 
Township Street north of State Route 20 and south of McGarigle Road.  Approximately 
2200 lineal feet of 30-inch sewer main will need to be analyzed for design and 
construction using either alternative rehabilitation methods, replacement, or new sewer 
interceptor main.  The alternative rehabilitation methods include slip-lining and pipe 
bursting after video inspection and smoke testing sewer mains for illegal connections.  
The results of the I & I reduction may reduce the pipe size for Phase 2 of the Township 
Street Sewer Main Replacement to 24-inches.  With new developments occurring near 
the golf course and servicing the existing developments draining into the Township 
interceptor line, the current capacity is at maximum within this sewer main.  No SSO is 
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presently occurring according to the model, but full residential build-out, I & I influence, 
and future age of the upstream system will continue to tax this system for additional 
capacities that may cause SSOs in the future.   
 
Project 16 – Township Street Sewer Main Replacement – Phase 3  
This sewer main replacement and/or rehabilitation project for the Township Street sewer 
main is recommended for the existing 8-inch, 10-inch, and 12-inch sewer main located 
along SR-9 north of McGarigle Road to Alderwood Lane and ultimately, the City limits.  
Approximately 5000 lineal feet of pipe is included. A portion of the project could be 
accomplished by alternative rehabilitation methods, replacement, or construction of a 
parallel new sewer interceptor main.  The alternative rehabilitation methods include slip-
lining and pipe bursting after video inspection and smoke testing sewer mains for illegal 
connections.  With new developments occurring in the future the capacity is currently at 
maximum capacity within this sewer main.  No SSO is presently occurring according to 
the model, but full residential build-out, I & I influence, and future age of the upstream 
system will continue to tax this system for additional capacities that will cause SSOs in 
the future if left unattended.   
 
Project 17 – Sapp Road Sewer Extension  
Project 17 is for extension of sewer service to an area within the UGA and Sub-basin F.  
Approximately 2100 LF of 8-inch sewer is projected for this development with service 
available to the west side of each of the lots in the area by gravity flow. One stream 
crossing is anticipated for the most direct service alternative considered in the conceptual 
scheme contemplated in this Plan.  it is noted, however, that actual development 
proposals may require alternate pipe locations and could affect the ability to serve the 
entire area by gravity. In any event, avoiding crossings with utilities is a primary goal of 
the City of Sedro-Woolley and would only be required if no other alternative exists and 
with the understanding that substantial stream and sensitive area protection measures 
should be anticipated when determining project costs. The proposed sewer route outlined 
for Project 17 is to extend from an existing 8-inch sewer at Sapp Road, place new sewer 
northwards with an easement, then westward on edges of property, and northward again 
to provide sewer to west side of property.  Project timing is assumed to be determined as 
required by development proposals. 
  
Project 18 - McGarigle Road & Fruitdale Road Sewer Rehabilitation 
Based upon existing model results, the McGarigle sewer main is presently at full capacity 
at various segments along McGarigle Road west of the Wedmore Place intersection.  
This line presently receives sewage flow from Northern State Street Multi-Service Center, 
an area of historically high I & I contributions.  Rehabilitation of the existing line is 
recommended to increase the sewage conveyance capacity along McGarigle or reduce 
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the upstream flows to allow for future growth along Fruitdale Road.  Recommended 
corrective measures include video inspection of the McGarigle Road line during low 
summer flows, and checking for total lineal footage of sewer main needed to be either 
replaced or rehabilitated.  If flows from the Northern State facility are not reduced, or if 
significant development occurs in the area, up to 6,000 LF of sewer main may need to be 
upsized.  Consideration of pipe bursting is appropriate if increased pipe sizes are not 
significant.    
 
Project 19 – Alley North of Fidalgo Street Rehabilitation/Replacement  
This project is for rehabilitation or replacement of an existing 8-inch line in the alley north 
of Fidalgo Street with a known potential for back ups. Analysis and inspection of this line 
should be conducted to determine the best method of increasing conveyance capacity.  
Investigation of back up problems within this stretch of the system should include video 
inspection, smoke testing, and surveying as part of the design process.  Approximately 
900 LF of 8-inch sewer main is included.  
 
Project 20 - Alley South of Talcott Street Rehabilitation/Replacement   
Project 20 is for rehabilitation or Replacement of sewer main in alley south of Talcott and 
west of Township Street for two pipe segments consisting of approximately 1450 LF of 8-
inch sewer main.  One 550 LF 8-inch segment flows westward towards Third Street and 
the other is 900 LF that drains towards Township.  Investigation should include video 
inspection, smoke testing, and surveying as part of the design process.     
   
Project 21 – Alley Replacement North of Warner Street Rehabilitation/ Replacement 
Rehabilitation of sewer main in alley north of Warner Street to Third Street, and westward 
in the parallel alley north of Talcott Street.  Approximately 1200 LF of 8-inch sewer and 
500 LF of 24-inch sewer main will either be replaced or rehabilitated.  Prior to 
replacement or rehabilitation, video inspection, smoke testing, and surveying should be 
accomplished as part of the design process.   
 
Project 22 – Ball Street Rehabilitation/Replacement 
Rehabilitation or replacement of sewer main along Ball Street and two laterals north of 
Pacific Street and Ferry Street as indicated in the CIP Projects Map.  Approximately 3000 
LF of 8-inch sewer main should be replaced or rehabilitated.  As part of the preliminary 
design process, video inspection, smoke testing, and surveying should be accomplished 
to determine the best construction method for the project.  
 
Project 23 –North of Warner Street East of Township Street 
Rehabilitation/Replacement 
Replace or rehabilitate sewer main north of Warner Street east of Township Street for 
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approximately 1300 LF of 8-inch diameter sewer main.  As part of the preliminary design 
process, video inspection, smoke testing, and surveying should be accomplished to 
determine the best construction method for the project.  
 
Project 24 – Waldron Street West of Township Street Rehabilitation/Replacement  
Replace or rehabilitate sewer main on Waldron Street west of Township for 
approximately 950 LF of 8-inch diameter sewer main.  Prior to replacement or 
rehabilitation, investigation should include video inspection, smoke testing, and surveying 
as part of the design process.   
 
Project 25 – Borseth Street North of Washington Street Rehabilitation/Replacement 
Replace or rehabilitate sewer main on Borseth Street north of Washington Street for 
approximately 800 LF of 8-inch diameter sewer main.  Prior to replacement or 
rehabilitation, investigation should include video inspection, smoke testing, and surveying 
as part of the design process.   
 
Project 26 – North of Pacific Street Alley Rehabilitation/Replacement  
Replace or rehabilitate sewer main in alley north of Pacific Street and west of Eastern 
Street for approximately 500 LF of 8-inch diameter sewer main.  Prior to replacement or 
rehabilitation, investigation should include video inspection, smoke testing, and surveying 
as part of the design process.   
 
Project 27 - Ball Street South of Chester Avenue  Rehabilitation/Replacement 
Replace or rehabilitate sewer main on Ball Street south of Chester Avenue for 
approximately 300 LF of 8-inch diameter sewer main.  Prior to replacement or 
rehabilitation, investigation should include video inspection, smoke testing, and surveying 
as part of the design process.   
 
Project 28 – North Skagit Tribe Extension  
Although the cost for this project is expected to be borne by Tribe, it has been included in 
the City’s sewer system planning because it would impact downstream conveyance and 
treatment facilities.  No specific proposal for extension of service to the Tribe has been 
utilized in developing this project description but it has been included to provide the City 
with the flexibility to accept flows from the area if so requested. The project as 
conceptually described herein, includes planning, design, and construction of a new 12-
inch gravity sewer extension, forcemain, and pump station from Upper Skagit Tribe 
location south along Helmick Road and connecting to the sewer main along SR-20.  
Approximately 25,000 LF of sewer would be required for this project.  An alternative 
option would be to cross Northern State property with an easement, obtain creek crossing 
permit, construct pump station, forcemain, and gravity flow to McGarigle Road.   
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Project 29 – Minkler-Fruitdale Road Pump Station and Forcemain 
The Minkler-Fruitdale Road Pump Station located at the intersection of Fruitdale Road 
and Minkler Road is an anticipated skid mounted pump station with full build out 
capabilities to service up to 250 gpm for the localized area.  The area serviced will 
primarily consist of new residential developments and existing homes interested in 
abandoning on-site septic system to public sanitary sewers.  Acquisition of property for 
the pump station would be required for Project 29.  Planning, designing, and constructing 
a pump station facility and forcemain is included in the cost estimate.   The expected 
location of the forcemain from the new pump station is southwestward along Minkler 
Road and then westward connecting to an existing manhole along East State Street.  
Approximately 1,000 lineal feet of 6-inch forcemain and a 1,000 lineal feet parallel 8-inch 
sewer gravity collector lines have been included.    
 
Project 30 – Comprehensive Sewer Plan Update  
Regular updates of comprehensive sewer plans is required to meet state requirements, 
and the City’s needs for identifying capital requirements for operation and maintenance of 
the sanitary sewer system and extending the useful life of system components.  Although 
individual studies and evaluations may be required for specific projects and programs, full 
update of the comprehensive plan is required at least every six years.  
  
Project A – SR-20 Sewer Main Analysis and Maintenance 
State Route 20 has an 8-inch interceptor that reaches the furthest to the southwest in the 
City Sewer UGA boundary.  This sewer main has historically had grease and blockage 
problems due to illegal dumping of grease and very flat slopes along the sewer main.  A 
detailed analysis to detail the problem areas of this main should be conducted through 
video inspection and smoke testing.    
 
Project B – Annual Pump Station Rehabilitation  
Annual pump station rehabilitation includes checking flow readouts and ensuring each 
pump station is performing to it's maximum capability.  The tasks included within Project 
B include painting, checking emergency pump operations, impeller wear, as well as 
general condition of emergency hookups and connections with portable generators.   
 
Project C – Annual Renewal and Replacement  
It is recommended that the City continue to budget approximately $100,000 annually for 
pipeline emergency repairs, rehabilitation and/or replacement projects.  These projects 
are generally described as those required to solve immediate issues in the collection 
system, extend the useful life of the system, and address known deficiencies before they 
become costly problems associated with system back-ups or pipeline failures.  Regular 
renewal and replacement of sewer system protects the investment in existing facilities 
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and helps utilities maintain stabilized rates. Although specific recommendations for 
pipeline replacement and rehabilitation projects have been identified for the six-year 
planning period, implementation of the I & I Reduction program described below in 
Project D, may result in identification of problem areas that require more immediate 
attention and create the need to reprioritize emergency repair, replacement and 
rehabilitation projects.  It is recommended that the results of Project, D, field staff records 
of specific system issues and the pipeline prioritization matrix included in Appendix B be 
used for annual (or more frequent) consideration of replacement and repair projects on 
specific pipelines.   
 
Project E – I & I Reduction Program 
As noted throughout Section 6, reduction of I & I is a primary goal of the City of Sedro-
Woolley for a variety of reasons.  The program should include initial flow monitoring, 
pipeline video inspection, and smoke testing as necessary, targeting areas of historically 
high inflows when wet weather is present.  The first element of the program should be 
collecting flow test data at the downstream points of each sub-basin (or smaller area as 
appropriate) during wet and dry weather periods. A minimum of 6-8 weeks of data is 
preferable for each monitoring point.  With the flow data, an evaluation of pipe lengths by 
sub-basin flow should be accomplished.  After the highest flow per lineal footage of pipe 
for each sub-basin has been determined and correlated with usage and residential 
population, those sub-basins exhibiting the highest levels of I & I should be furthered 
studied with video inspection and smoke testing.  After inspection of potential sewer 
problems, rehabilitation and re-construction options as well as education and fixing 
private lateral illegal connections can be considered and scheduled.  Specific 
consideration of side sewer contributions to the overall I & I issues should be an 
important element of the program.  This task will reduce overall inflows into the treatment 
plant and effectively delay any necessary treatment plant upgrades as well as reducing 
cycling time of pump stations downstream of I & I problem areas.   
 
Project F - Grease Program  
Development of a grease control program is another important element of reducing 
maintenance requirements and the liabilities associated with sewer back-ups.  
Implementation of a grease ordinance requiring property owners operating certain types 
of businesses to install facilities for grease removal is the starting point of any grease 
program.  Customer education and follow-up inspection to insure proper operation and 
cleaning of grease removal devices is critical to the long term success of a grease 
program and may require additional staff time.   
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 Project G - Telemetry Improvements 
It is recommended that fiber optic technology be installed to monitor all six of its existing 
pump stations and any future pump stations.  Provision of alarms and controls at the 
pump station will allow for more expedient response to emergency conditions.  Monitoring 
of flow rates, pump run times, pump “on or off” status is suggested.   
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